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M ore Perfect! Art Exhibition by Sali Taylor at gallery nine'

More Perfect is a current exhibition at gallery nine' in NY! by artist Sali Taylor who juxtaposes women(s
magazine images with classical and mythological goddesses creating a position and statement into our
cultural values and standards for femininity) …
Her work investigates the paradoxes inherent in contemporary attitudes towards women! fashion and
beauty)
*My work is an intuitive response to the fashion industry! which is very much part of my environment in
New York City) My studio is in the epicenter of the fashion district so I am surrounded by fashion(s values
and feel compelled to respond to them)+ ,Sali Taylor
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Greatest Inspirations or Influences?
• My mother in law! an artist still painting at -& who assured me .with two children in
diapers/ that I had plenty of time to do it all just not all at once! and both my
grandmothers)
• Agnes Martin! Lee Bontecou for dropping out and doing their own thing outside the art
scene)
• Louise Bourgeoise and Judy Chicago for their creative chutzpah and professional
endurance)
• Mapplethorpe(s photo of a grinning Louise holding Fillette under her arm like a purse!
could surely be an icon for our times)
• I felt reborn! when I saw the Dinner party for the first time! just by being in the presence
of that great lineage) Chicago who has been horribly undervalued! may still achieve the
recognition that LB garnered later in life) As long as we(re alive! there(s still time for us
all)
• Other influences Carolee Scheemann! Cindy Sherman! Eleanore Attin! Martha Rosler!
Nancy Spero! Marilyn Minter! Dada! Pop! Warhol! Richard Prince! Rauschenberg! Jasper
Johns! Ancient Greek art! Michele Obama to name only a handfull)
Is there an overall m essage you are
trying
to
convey
?
Being a woman has never been harder
than it is now) We(re caught between
irreconcilable myths and manifestos)
I have a lot of questions and no solutions)
Transitions are always uncomfortable
Media is using deceptive images to
systematically
undermine
girls
and
women(s self esteem to sell product)
Self improvement is always an inside job)
How do you feel the fashion
industry
is
changing?
I am no expert in this area but have
observed:
• Art and fashion are more co,
mingled than ever)
• Fashion industry is starting to
realize that there is an enormous
.no pun intended/ unserved market
for women who wear size "0 and
over)
• They have noticed curves are
coming back)
• Made softcore porn style main
stream
• Still exploiting models and creating
unhealthy!unrealistic
and
unattainable standards of beauty!
but being exposed more often for
doing so)
Anything else you would like to share with our audience?
• I am not anti,fashion,I love design! color and creative dressing and am always inspired by
the street fashion flair found in this city)
• I(m a fan of vintage! recycled! repurposed clothes! thrift stores! friend swaps and hand me
downs)
• I have a husband who still makes me feel beautiful every day after all these years)
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CBS New York Interview

She was interviewed this week, find out her 5 favorite things in New York…

by Kimberly Rae Miller

She

Borough/Neighborhood: !Upper East Side
Profession: Headhunter for the Fashion Industry & Blogger
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She has lived in Paris, Kuala Lumpur, London & Madrid but has been a steady New Yorker for the past 10
years. Sheisfrench.com is her blog dedicated to seduction, flirtation and all things her inner French girl had
started to forget! The adventure continues with the soon-to-open She is French online store where men and
women will finally be able to find elegant, sexy gifts. She promises: no heart shaped chocolates with Teddy
bears attached and no pink-furry handcuffs!

How would you define your personal style?

I try to make it effortless by following my own version of the K.I.S.S. principle: Keep it Simple & Sexy!

What is so fab about French Girl style?

French Girl style is all about innuendo, nothing obvious but rather suggested. She balances a short skirt
with a masculine jacket, a classic sweater that might slip to reveal a naked shoulder. Her style is
understated and confident enough that she could go on a date in flats.

How can we American girls channel our inner French Girl?

To be glamorous, to elicit desire, it all begins with the right mindset. I created She is French to show
women everywhere that sexy is more attitude than looks. So the first thing every woman can do to channel
her inner French Girl is adding some mystery to her persona. Don’t reveal it all…but also don’t be afraid to
show that there is much to be discovered!

Tips for bringing romance into everyday style choices?

Play and mix soft and sexy fabrics such as silk, cashmere and leather because you can’t help but want to
touch them. Add the famous scarf French women wear. My theory is it gives them something to take off…
it’s not much, but the idea of undressing is there!

Favorite Five in the Five Boroughs?

Fashion
Ludivine: A cool French girl that has the talent of selecting great brands. Each time I wear something I
bought in her store, people always ask me where I got it… a great compliment for all fashionistas.
Food
Cuis’in is the secret address for the French community. They deliver homemade dishes straight to your
home. So it is like having a chef in your own kitchen. Each week they have a new menu with family style
dishes that are both delicious and reasonable in price… whether with friends or just family, I just add an
apron and pretend I did it all.
Art
Gallery Nine is owned by French-born Sebastien Pelletier whose gallery curates a selection of International
artists and emerging talents. Sali Taylor & Jessica Lichtenstein are among my favorites.
Inspiration
Susan Fales-Hill is the chicest woman I have ever met in New York. She exudes wit & elegance. Her
achievements will make your head spin, her writings are filled with humor and wisdom and her closet is my
vision of paradise. Need I say more? Her new book, One Flight Up was just recently published.
Romance
Central Park all year round–but in the summer a ride on the authentic Venetian Gondola with Andres the
expert Gondolier in Central Park Lake is a must. Departure is at the Central Park Boat House.
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By Agathe Lerolle

Although we had never met before, when Sali Taylor opened the door with her
mischievous smile, it felt like I had reunited with a long lost friend. Her studio was
filled with vivid paintings of skinny hips, luscious lips & thousand year-old statues
of Venus awaiting transportation to gallery nine5 where her show opens today.
A self-described “Fauxtographer”, Sali Taylor uses the sexy silhouette of Scarlett
Johansson, the brutal sensuality of the Venus of Willendorf and the elegant
minimalist Cycladic figurines to describe the complicated relationship women
have with beauty, image and self-esteem.
As her young girls adorn their bodies with high heels and designer bags in a
superficial and useless attempt to regain their sacred status, she creates a
celebration of the femininity by bridging the gap between ancient symbolism of
womanhood and today’s pop culture.
“Have we sold out and abandoned the power of the divine feminine in our
endless pursuit of surreal perfection?” That is the question I keep asking myself
as I move from one piece to the other.
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In her latest exhibition, "More Perfect," artist Sali Taylor explores women's sexuality,
advertising and celebrity with large, brightly-colored collages that include female and
pop-culture iconography from the Venus de Milo to runway models to Suri Cruise. Each
digital print, some featuring Scarlett Johansson, is intricately made in a process that
involves a collage of images from fashion magazine and weekly publications, the digital
alternation magic of Photoshop, and some bedazzling.
PAPERMAG visited Taylor at the gallery, where she chatted with us about her show, but
kept details to a minimum telling us, "In saying anything about it, you're limiting. I hope
that there's a thousand more ways of looking at this [beside my perspective] that would
be of interest or useful in some way."

How do you narrow down what images to include?
I have stacks of things I've left out, and I don't know where they're going yet, but I just
know -- Like this princess, the Disney princess. [points to Tiana, from The Princess in the
Frog, tucked into the corner of one of her pieces] She was in my save pile -- I needed her
to say something. And then I saw Suri [Cruise], and I just thought, well here's this little
fashionista, already influenced at such an early age by all this stuff. How vulnerable she
looks, and how terrified.
Why did you include Scarlett Johansson in these images?
She's my icon [in this series], because she seems to represent a standard of beauty that is
revered. In a little broader context, she's not a skinny waif. I admire the fact that she is
full, that she's stood up against the notion of starving to look better than you are. Yet I see
it as a cautionary tale, because in all these [Dolce & Gabbana] ads now she is being like
Marilyn Monroe, and we know, the more famous she got the more she lost herself.
You use a lot of images from fashion advertising and your work seems to focus a lot
on women's sexuality being used to sell things.
It's a conflicting topic to me. And at the same time, they're playing the game, and they're
using their tools, and they're effective at it. I'm not a post-feminist, that's my problem. I
love talking with people of your generation to kind of grasp how you relate to sexuality
and using the body sexually to sell stuff. As a second wave feminist, we would never do
that! I still haven't shaved my legs! I've really gotta get up to speed here! So I am really,
really interested in dialogue, in grasping how it is to be powerful as a woman and
embrace all parts of yourself because we didn't have that in the sixties. There was this
freedom of sexuality, but we were not supposed to be feminine. It was kind of a really
weird dance.
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You have a part-time job as a creative coach to other artists. Does this influence
your work?
I help people who are trying to fully express themselves get their life in balance and
figure out a way to do their art with all the rest of the things, their roles as wife, mother,
worker, whatever. And I think that's helped me keep a perspective. Art's pretty
demanding. You could spend 24/7 doing it. Sometimes I have to set an alarm to come out
and have dinner with my husband. That line between being so totally engaged and totally
self-absorbed is tricky to balance.
By the way, Taylor is known for tucking her pieces between the glossy pages of
magazines at stores, nail salons, and dentist's offices. She doesn't leave any contact
information with them, so we want to know - have you ever found one before?
"More Perfect" opens tomorrow night, 7 to 9 p.m., at gallery nine5, 24 Spring St., (212)
965-9995., and runs through June 25.
Above: "Extension" by Sali Taylor
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The Garrett
A World of Birkin Bags, Cleavage and Manolos.

By Karina Taveras
May, 2010
Tucked away in a quiet studio in what seems to be miles from the bustling energy of Midtown Manhattan’s Fashion District, the artist Sali
Taylor stands before a large canvas. Her hands hover over a deconstructed image of Scarlett Johansson that looks out menacingly, as
she tries to figure out where to position a string of blue sequins on her body. The actress’ trademark curls and curves abound, except
for lips and hair extensions that have been attached to her face and neck, cut up from someone else’s picture. Also different is the fact
that she’s been rendered like a negative photograph in hues of turquoise blues, looking eerie and ethereal with hollowed eyes and
mouth. To make her art, Taylor scavenges magazine photographs, cuts them up and reassembles them to create distorted images of
celebrities and models, most of whom are flawlessly portrayed and frequently grace the pages of the printed media publications of today.
Her unique montages combine contemporary images extracted from today’s visual culture with her profound knowledge of art history.
One would think that a person who spends her time looking through women’s magazines would have some kind of glamour girl or
fashionista disposition. But for Taylor, 62, the obsession with the image ends where her work begins.
Taylor was chosen to represent the U.S. last August at the 2009 Incheon Women Artists’ Biennale in South Korea, an international event
showcasing female artists’ work from around the globe. Here she presented pieces from her “Becoming Venus Series”, which combined
modern beauty icons with classical representations of feminine beauty. She has been covered critically in New York arts publications,
such as M in the Art World and d’Art International, and will be presenting pieces from her latest series and some of her newer work in an
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upcoming show on June 17th, 2010 in Gallery Nine5, in Chelsea.
On a brisk Friday afternoon in April, Taylor couldn’t have looked more down-to-earth. A cross between a Vermont farmer and a yoga
teacher, she sported a flannel shirt that hung loosely over her girlish figure. Her short hair was gray and wispy, with gentle blue eyes
gazing out through a pair of chunky glasses.
“There’s a poignancy in seeing that women really want something,” she said, plopping down next to the canvas she had been working
on and a large table strewn with cut-up images of Reese Witherspoon, Tiana and the Venus de Milo. “Women pick up a fashion
magazine to relax and end up feeling worse about themselves,” she continued. It’s surprising that someone so laid back about her own
image devours women’s lifestyle and fashion magazines to create the essence of her work. However, the kind of work that Taylor does is
a reaction to what’s happening in her immediate surroundings. As fickle as it is, to this artist the women’s media industry is a source of
inspiration for work that comments and reflects on society’s distorted depiction of female beauty.
Artists such as Taylor are commenting on the feminine ideal represented in today’s society. Not only are women increasingly feeling the
pressure to excel at work and at home as wives and mothers, but at the same time, they need to meet society’s expectations of physical
beauty. Through her work, Taylor denounces the unrealistic standards of physical perfection imposed by the media, addressing the use
of pin-thin models in the fashion industry and the abusive use of Photoshop in digital manipulation of female images in the media.
Taylor’s work can be defined as appropriation art. Appropriation art borrows and incorporates images from society’s visual culture to
produce a new creative work, like Marcel Duchamp did with his readymades and Andy Warhol with his Campbell Soup Cans. Recently, it
has become more common in contemporary art circles, as digital artists repurpose technology such as computer software and video
games in their creative work.
Jennifer Berger from Gallery Nine5, which is currently exhibiting Taylor’s pieces, described her work. “Aesthetically her work is really well
done and complex, there’s theoretical depth in her artwork with portrayals of women throughout art history, ancient sculptures depicting
the feminine against today’s commercial representations.”
Before arriving in New York 11 years ago, Taylor lived and worked in Weathersfield, Vermont (population 2,500). Born in Hartford,
Connecticut, she moved to Vermont at the age of 12 and lived there throughout the most part of her life. She majored in painting at the
University of Colorado and received an M.A. in Art History. Back in Vermont, she tended a farm and focused her artwork on mandalas,
Buddhist meditation tools that help focus and take a person deeper into meditation. As a practicing meditator, Taylor focused on work
that commented on Eastern spiritual traditions, the complexities of the mind and our relationship with immaterial theories of reality. In
series such as “Forces of Nature”, “Wounds and Wombs” and “String Theory”, she used a different kind of appropriation technique,
resorting to natural elements and combining objects such as an oyster shell, roots and hand-made paper on one piece and a wasp nest,
wax and thread on another.
Her husband Eric Taylor, a floppy-haired documentary filmmaker who’s shared her life for over 40 years and is a creative himself,
describes her creativity as “mercurial”. In Vermont, he explained, her work tended to be very spiritual. But once they returned to New
York, it became more social. “She’s been captivated by fashion throughout the past few years. I don’t know how much longer it’s going
to last but she’s been really committed.”
The couple had moved to New York once before in 1981, due to Eric’s filmmaking career, settling in a loft space on the fringes of Hell’s
Kitchen. With two young sons at the time, the neighborhood was a difficult place to raise a family. So they decided to move upstate to
Westchester County. Even throughout this time, Taylor worked on her art, relying on watercolors because it was “the fastest medium”.
Her two sons, Nate and Jake live in the Upper West Side and Maryland, respectively. Nate, 34, is a filmmaker like his Dad and Jake, 32, a
theorist in technology who works in Washington D.C.
After arriving in New York and finding flagrant consumption distorting the spiritual values, which had dominated her work, she began to
question its driving forces. She recognized that the media was attempting to foster feelings of shame and guilt in women, while
undermining their sense of self-worth. “When I got to NY and saw that women were carrying thirteen thousand dollar bags, I knew there
was a problem,” she said.
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She returned to appropriation, except that this time she replaced rocks and thread with celebrity images and female iconography from
pop culture. Thumbing through pages of glossies like Marie Claire and Vogue, she looks for images that grab her attention. She relies on
an intuitive approach, fitting together images she comes across that may seem to have nothing to do with each other. “A lot of the time I
don’t know how they’ll be used but they’ll be used for something,” she said, demonstrating her organic process as she stands behind a
sliver of cleared space in her studio and fidgets with a bright blue snorkeling mask and a cut-out of Sarah Palin’s head.
This marks the beginning of her creative process. She assembles new images out of those she has cut out and collected. If she
anticipates adding other elements to the montage or working on a larger scope, she relies on a printer in Vermont who reproduces the
image to a specific size. Once the print is ready, she attaches it to the canvas and continues adding elements, which usually include
other cutout images, string, hair, oil or wax. The technique she uses to add wax, known as encaustic painting, creates a 3D effect that
can be polished to a high sheen.
The Greek and Roman images of antiquity that Taylor incorporates into her work are produced in encaustic. Iconic female images like the
androgynous Cycladic figure and the voluptuous Venus of Willendorf are juxtaposed against contemporary images, creating a unique
commentary on the female body.
In her latest “Cycladic Series”, Taylor incorporates the narrow Cycladic figure in modern-day settings. In “Jump” (2008), for example,
Taylor combines a leaping contemporary model in a designer swimsuit next to an encaustic version of the Cycladic figure clad in a skimpy
bikini. This collection of works, she confirms, is a “mischievous merging of high art and pop culture whose intention is to comment on an
ever-changing ‘feminine’ aesthetic.”
An important event marked Taylor’s work in 2006, with the death of two South American models Luisel Ramos and Ana Carolina Reston,
who both died from starvation within a few months of each other. Prior to that, she had been producing installations that incorporated
some of the natural elements that had been present in her art in Vermont, under the title “It’s Perfectly Safe to Stand Nowhere”. When
this tragedy occurred, Taylor experienced shock at seeing something like this happening to a woman from Brazil, a country that reveres
the female form and celebrates the body. This led her to start questioning the media’s power to influence a woman’s self-image and selfesteem, and began seeing a woman’s sense of self as a product of the times.
The iconic 1960’s model Twiggy introduced the waif look, which Kate Moss reintroduced into the media world in the 1990’s, and is still
very visible today. It is this pin-thin aesthetic that Taylor presents throughout the many pieces of her work, showing the similarities that
exist between the classic Cycladic figure and today’s idealized female form. In the September 2009 issue of Glamour magazine, however,
a different kind of model made it into the pages of the glossy. Lizzie Miller, a plus-sized model appeared almost nude in the pages of the
magazine, sparking controversy throughout the fashion world. Her size 12 physique (a plus-size model could be a U.S. size 8, 10 or 12,
despite the fact that those sizes are not considered “plus” by clothing manufacturers) was a marked departure from the pin-thin models
of the fashion world. Miller’s body more closely resembled that of a normal sized woman. While the fashion world was outraged, readers
of the magazine embraced the image, commenting how they could finally identify with a model in a magazine and pleased to see a
normal-looking beautiful woman featured in print.
Taylor reacted to this image in her work. She’s chosen to focus her latest work on Scarlett Johansson, one of the few Hollywood
actresses who advocates for a healthy lifestyle and body image. In past montages, she’s also incorporated female images from the Dove
Campaign For Real Beauty, an initiative in the media dedicated to helping young girls build a better relationship with their self-image and
self-esteem. Taylor has been able to capture how society seems to be accepting these “new” ideals of the female form. Yet even though
she feels hopeful for this change, she’s still skeptical.
“It’s not real, it’s not changing, but at least awareness is there, this has been planted,” said Taylor. Looking thin in real life is one thing,
but using technology to exaggerate this thinness is another. Lately, it seems that everywhere you turn to models and celebrities are
being digitally altered. In October 2009, a model in a Ralph Lauren ad appeared with a freakishly narrow waist. From then on, more and
more attention has been paid to the way images are digitally manipulated by the media. Taylor has been experimenting with Photoshop
herself, exploring the way it is being abused by the media and the way it can open up possibilities to a visual artist like herself.
“I think a new dialogue has started,” she said. She believes that although the difficult economic situation has impacted the U.S. in a big
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way and people are struggling, it has forced people to start to discover new ways of being in the world. “This is a good time for other
ideas to be introduced.” By this, she alludes to a shift in values, moving away from the consumer-oriented society that we’ve been until
now. She feels optimistic about important social changes, changes that have taken effect in politics and are now opening new doors for
women. Yet, she believes that the empowerment of women has been tough on established norms and because of this, women are
constantly being driven and judged.
“As a feminist and someone who grew up in the 60’s, those women who go to clubs are out of control,” she said, referring to the women
who strut around in 4-inch heels and skirts so tight they can barely walk. To her, these women are becoming victims of style and fashion,
becoming oppressed by the “bondage” of today.
Back in her studio, as Taylor works, she appears relaxed and pleased to be following her life’s passion. “She really becomes her full self
when she does her artwork,” said Eric, who recognizes that it’s difficult to find a quiet place to work in the city. Yet Taylor has. Taylor’s
studio is part of the Elizabeth Foundation for the Arts. The EFA Studio Program is located in a pre-war building on 39th street, providing
affordable studio space and seeking to establish a community of artists. Taylor, who applied to the competitive program in 2005, just
recently was approved for a two-year renewal of her lease.
“The artists here seek to be a part of something larger,” said Francine Kay, Director of the EFA Studios, which house 80 artist studios.
She takes pride in the fact that all of the artists that are part of the community come from very different backgrounds and work in various
subject matter and styles. Kay defined Taylor as a “positive member” of the community, actively involved in the events that take place in
the program as well as a friend and mentor to other members
An individual like Taylor, who has a vibrant inner life, is able to balance the chaos of the environment she’s in. She doesn’t ignore this
chaos, but uses it to fuel her work. Yet, she’s able to stay true to herself and see things such as the fashion industry, which often takes
itself so seriously, with a sense of humor.
Taylor is still trying to decide where to place the sequins on the canvas. She stretches the blue string from a point between Johansson’s
breasts to an image of a little girl with pigtails, looking over from the corner of the canvas. Clad in a red coat, she appears
uncomfortable, afraid. “Poor thing,” said Taylor earnestly, as if comforting the little girl.
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Courtesy of the artist.
RIPPED AND TORN IS AN ARCADE OF UNIQUE ARTWORKS THAT APPEAR TO BE SLICED AND DICED WITH A SCALPEL, TORN
AND RIPPED BY HAND, AND ASSEMBLED FROM NON-LOGICAL PARTS BY 24 WHIMSICAL ARTISTS WHO SET OUT TO CREATE
THE AESTHETIC ILLUSION OF A MAGICAL WORLD CONJURED UP FROM THE DEPTHS OF THEIR SUBCONSCIOUSNESS.

TODAY COLLAGE HAS RE-EMERGED AS AN EXCITING CHALLENGE TO CONTEMPORARY PAINTING, RECREATING AND
REINVENTING THE TECHNIQUES OF CHANCE OPERATION, CUT AND PASTE, IMAGE POETRY, AND COMPUTER
MANIPULATION. DESTROYING, DECONSTRUCTING, AND REASSEMBLING IMAGERY PRODUCES NEW, TOTALLY DIFFERENT,
AND AMAZING RESULTS. THESE POST-SURREALIST COLLAGISTS USE MEDIA SAMPLING FOR THEIR UNIQUELY CRAFTED
ARTWORK, OFTEN EXPERIMENTING IN THE FOURTH DIMENSION WITH WORDS AND STRONG TEXTURES OF TEXTILES,
HANDMADE PAPER, AND OBJECTS. THE CURATORS ARE VALERY OISTEANU AND JEFFREY CYPHERS WRIGHT, BOTH
POETS, ART CRITICS, AND ARTISTS FROM THE EAST VILLAGE WHO HAVE HELMED CONTROVERSIAL GROUP EXHIBITS
BEFORE, SHOWCASING LOCAL TALENT, AND MENTORING MANY NEW ARTISTS IN THE FORM OF COLLAGE THROUGH
EXQUISITE CORPSES WORKSHOPS AND NUMEROUS PUBLICATIONS. PARTICIPATING ARTISTS IN RIPPED AND TORN
INCLUDE JOHN EVANS, THE DEAN OF EAST VILLAGE COLLAGE, DISPLAYS HIS EXQUISITE COMPOSITIONS OF FOUND
OBJECTS ALONGSIDE THE WORKS OF HIS DAUGHTER INDIA EVANS, A NEW STAR IN THE COLLAGE CONSTELLATION. AMY

ERNST COMES FROM FOUR GENERATIONS OF ARTISTS, AND HAS A KNACK FOR PRODUCING PHANTASMAGORICAL
COLLAGES AND BOOKS. CHARLES MINGUS III COMBINES DIGITAL IMAGERY WITH POLITICAL SATIRE, AND CREATES
SURREAL SCULPTURAL WORKS. ANGELO JANNUZZI’S EROTIC COLLAGES LIGHT UP THE MIRRORS OF OUR DESIRES AND
IGNITE OUR SUPPRESSED URGES. RAKIEN NOMURA EXPERIMENTS WITH DIFFERENT HANDMADE COLORED PAPERS AS A
FIELD FOR VAN GOGH’S BLACK BIRDS. ALLEN SHEINMAN OFFERS MULTILAYERED DREAMSCAPES VIA CURIOUSLY
SCULPTED PAPER. SALI TAYLOR COMBINES CLUSTERS OF CYCLADIC IMAGES EMBRACING SENSUAL FEMALES. MICCI

COHAN’S COLORFUL 3D ASSEMBLAGES OPEN A PANDORA’S BOX OF SPIRITS AND LAUGHTER. LUCIEN DULFAN PAINTS
COSMIC ENCOUNTERS, AND ADDS COLLAGES OF TEXTILES AND PAPER WITH A PLAYFUL THEME. VALERY OISTEANU
PRESENTS SURREAL ASSEMBLAGES OF OBJECT TROUVE AS TIME CAPSULES OF THE EAST VILLAGE.

!
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Art Review

“The radical composites of the bodies
generate large-amplitude oscillations in the
lust-saturated gaze”
Sali Taylor
Gallery nine5
By Joel Simpson

A

Venus of Willendorf in high-heel shoes, lipstick and a bra; warrior goddess Athena, dressed “to

kill,” with outsided lips, eyes, seven handbags, and carrying a bracelet the size of a hoop on her
arm; contemporary supermodels hobnobbing with austere, faceless stone figures their size from
Cycladic Greek statuary — Sali Taylor’s work irreverently combines the sacred statuary from the
ancient and prehistoric world with the goddesses and treasures of Fifth Avenue. Both reservoirs of
images are rich in cultural referents, so bridging the 4000–5000+ year gap produces a virtually
inexhaustible wealth of provocative juxtapositions. In Jiggle, for example, four nubile pom-pom girls,
their hair waving, their breasts just barely contained in their scant bikinis, surround a Cycladic
figure, endowed by Taylor with a flip hairdo, a matching blue bikini and crowned with a cardboardlooking tiara. Of course, she has no face, and her skin surface is of striated stone; still they remind
us that their antique companion was what once passed for a sex queen herself.

Sali Taylor Cycladic Reunion, 2008. Encaustic & collage on hollowcore birch panel. 96 x 24 x 2 inches.
Courtesy: Gallery nine5, New York

!

In Flat, Venus de Milo herself (she was Hellenistic, at least 1800 years later than the Cycladic
statues) holds the wheel of a background SUV festooned with models in bikinis. Her torso and
arms are of flesh, and she’s wearing a yellow bikini. On the right a female silhouette made of
letters spelling various adornment devices seems to hold up the body of a leaning model wearing
boots, whose head is the impersonal one of a Cycladic statue. Nothing is flat in this image except
the presumed tire. The radical composites of the bodies generate large-amplitude oscillations
in the lust-saturated gaze. Our attraction to Venus’s ripe human breasts is chastened by her
classic stone face, and the process repeats with the leaning model, so that by the time we arrive
at the background models accessorizing the SUV our naive arousal is spent. Taylor continues in this
vein, generating a delightfully ironic body of work that effectively comments on the viewer’s
susceptibility to

!
!
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“Is there a human nature whose magic,
mystery and power we neglect, while we
cover it over with glamour, presumably to
enhance an otherwise undervalued
individual in an overpopulated world?”
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marketing with sexiness. She puts Cycladic bodies on Madonna in three fashionista poses that
ooze charm, but thanks to Taylor’s archaeological touch, brim with newfound humor. In a series
of nine collages collectively entitled Cycladic Makeover, she presents scenes from an imaginary
mime-dance of her Cycladic darlings. The faceless ones climb on top of one another, do splits, hang
upside down, cavort around poles, pose with designer handbags while standing on one of their
number asleep, etc. It’s reminiscent of the oblique humor of Walt Disney’s 1929 Silly Symphony,
“Skeleton Dance,” but more sophisticated. Taylor’s tour de force is her 25 x 96 inch group portrait
entitled Cycladic Reunion, a collage of figures pasted on a two-inch thick piece of wood, in the
conglomerate style of the Beatles’ Sergeant Pepper album cover, but on the scale of a big group
picture from a wedding. It’s also a celebration of an inclusive diversity that does not discriminate
against anyone who is made of or partially made of stone — or flesh. The “family” comprises stone
figures, stone bodies with human heads, human bodies with stone heads, and human bodies. All the
human components are radically different, all the stone components are from identical or nearly
identical statues, so it’s obvious it’s a single family — with a number of in-laws, and it’s hilarious.
One can enjoy it on one level as sly commentary on usually sacrosanct archaeological artifacts,
a kind of semiological rave that overflows with humor. The contextual histories of Taylor’s elements,
however, as she wormholes her way through the last, say 12,000 years, carry a great deal of
invisible weight. Combined they generate trenchant commentary on our own feminine culture of
beauty and adornment.
For they are really more about us than about thecultures that produced the statues Taylor
accessorizes. But one must start with those cultures. People of prehistoric cultures depended on the
vagaries of the hunt for their sustenance, and so they lived in a world filled with uncertainty and
mystery. As a result, people considered women’s bodies as the locus of magic, mystery and
power. Fecundity, lactation, and menstruation were great mysteries, on a par with Death itself, and
every woman embodied them, so they left us statuettes with exaggerated breasts, venters and
buttocks, amulets of power without faces. Are these bodies any less magical today, despite the
revelations of gynecological science, Taylor’s work seems to ask? Is there a human nature whose
magic, mystery and power we neglect, while we cover it over with glamour, presumably to enhance
an otherwise undervalued individual in an overpopulated world? Before this turns into a secular
sermon, we must acknowledge the vast changes since that time, not only in the regularized food
supply but in the exponentially increased population as well. Instead of a birth being a major social
event, today it is considered something very private, and the process of finding prospective partners
is more complex. The excesses Taylor depicts in a piece like Warrior Athena bespeak an obvious
spiritual impoverishment in comparison to the ancient original, but she goes farther. Some of the
hand bags depicted are made of animal skins — snake and crocodile — the contemporary equivalent
of the bear tooth necklace? Not quite. Bears were killed for food, and the teeth were leftover
trophies. The snakes and crocodiles are killed to appease a desire for self beautification, with an
attractive hint of danger. Of course, good art is always a little dangerous. M
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piece of art a day for decades. Not as
specific as Evans, is Oisteanu’s wooden
curio case of 40 small niches filled with
different locks and keys or keys by
themselves in other niches, a couple of
chess pieces, small glass containers of
mysterious liquid, a green die, some bits
of jewelry here and there, all creating
either a time capsule from the artist’s
visit to Berlin or a capsule of a dream
the artist had of Berlin. Time plays a
central part in Tiger’s Untitled, box
construction where in the top portion a
light blue model horse stands with a
clock mounted into its side. The clock
keeps time, but for what reason?
Perhaps it is keeping time for the return
of Christ whose magnified image is in
the bottom section.
Following in the tradition of
Surrealism with eloquent and mysterious
figures depicting some story or tale of a
journey are pieces by Sali Taylor, India
Evans and Amy Ernst to name a few.
Taylor’s We’re Not in Oz Anymore, 2008
shows a bare breasted vaguely
contemporary looking Dorothy with red
heels, her three companions that have
been transformed into ancient Greek
Cycladic statues (one wearing a funnel
on its head), and a cut-out of her little
dog too, traveling down a yellow brick
road. Inviting the viewer on a

Sali Taylor, Not in Oz Anymore, 2008, collage on wood

Ripped and Torn

532 Gallery Thomas Jaeckel in
New York

since the artist included a tag with that
specific date in the jar. Dating pieces is
a very important part of the creative
process for Evans as he has made a

by Robert Curcio
In today’s seamlessly cool and overly hip
technology infused world, why would
anyone curate an “old fashioned”
exhibit of collage and assemblage?
Instead of flat screens or large
computer printed photographs that are
all the rage at just about every gallery
or museum, Ripped and Torn features
various found or handmade papers,
objects and debris that have been sliced
and diced, then reconstructed by hand
with ordinary materials like glue.
Valery Oisteanu’s Berlin Dream,
1974, John Evans’ Jar, 2007 and Tony
Tiger’s Untitled are collections of
assembled detritus that are curious time
pieces. Evans has pins, rings, buttons,
etc in an ordinary jar that was collected
on November 24, 2008. We know this

Valery Oisteanu, Berlin Dream, 1974, assemblage
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meandering journey is Evans’ (daughter
of John Evans) Trackless Journey’s,
2008. By relating to Evans other pieces
through images of a sexy young thing
circa 1920’s with her face covered by a
metal mask on a lush red background
surrounded by neoclassical elements,
Evans creates chapters with connecting
visual clues, but the story remains
allusive. Amy Ernst (related to Max
Ernst) uses bits and pieces of a torn
map with swatches of delicate blues,
yellows, greens and oranges, and
layered gestural black and white lines
that continue or confound the maps
lines. While there is no figurative
reference in Ernst’s Mapping, because
of its intimate size, 4” x 6”, the viewer

becomes the figure in the landscape.
A number of the pieces in the
exhibit mingle various text forms from a
rough graffiti style to a slick Madison
Avenue advertising style. Jeffrey
Cyphers Wright’s Always, 2007,
combines found stickers from the
streets of the East Village, stencils and
spray paint, pieces of a note or is it a
piece of a poem, garish pink and green
marker graffiti all nicely matted and
framed. On a similar riff is Alan
Sheinman’s Keep This Coupon, 1990
which continues the use of stickers but
this time it is SpongeBob SquarePants,
stamps, cut outs from magazines such
as TV Guide and butterflies with pieces
from ads exclaiming 10% off Fridays.

Lewis Warsh’s Self Portrait, is a wall of
jumbled cut out white letters on black
backgrounds with just a touch of light
red here and there that allows the eyes
to rest for a second. The individual
pieces of paper swirl and twist forming
an impenetrable visual poem rather
than a narrative of self.
Ripped and Torn is a bit messy at
times with a total of 24 artists participating, however, curators Valery
Oisteanu and Jeffrey Cyphers Wright
were looking for that sense of
immediate and intimate human
communication which seems to be
missing in some of the cutting-edge
art being made today.

John Evans, Trackles Journey, 2008, assemblage
Jeffrey Cyphers Wright, Always, 2007, mixed
media

Amy Ernst, Mapping, 2007, 4 x 6”
Lewis Warsh, Self Portrait, 2007, collage, 14 x 20”
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“Putting LES galleries on the map!: Bar owner helps organize scene by including 54
arts spaces”
By STACEY COBURN

!
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Featuring Sali Taylor’s montages of images of contemporary
fashion models, female iconography and art history, “Makeover”
will be on display at Gallery Nine 5 from Dec. 5-24. Above:
“Jump”
Gallery Bar owners Darin Rubell and Josh Boyd spend much of the day fielding phone
calls, meeting with artists, welcoming visitors, chain smoking and fooling around with
water guns in their arts space. At night, they turn down the lights and entertain more than
200 bar-goers. Boyd even lives in an apartment above the bar, which is convenient.
But the two entrepreneurs and longtime friends are doing more than promoting their own
business. They’re working to build the arts scene in the Lower East Side, a neighborhood
they both love. Recently, rising prices in Chelsea and the opening of the New Museum of
Contemporary Art on the Bowery have inspired other gallery owners to open shop
downtown as well.
Rubell, 34, began his work uniting these galleries when he opened Gallery Bar with Boyd
two years ago. The result is a comprehensive map including 54 galleries, beginning
below Houston Street extending as far west as Broadway. Portrait artist, long-time Lower
East Sider and friend of Rubell’s, Zito will be leading tours leaving from Gallery Bar
every Wednesday, as a Lower East Side version of Thursdays in Chelsea.
Zito and Rubell led the first tour for using the map for The Society, a social club that
organizes cultural events for its members, last month. The pair led 18 members to some
of their favorite galleries and demonstrated the diversity and quality of the galleries
downtown.
As he led the group out of his own bar, Rubell joked, “Now, which way do we go?” First,
they headed to Eleven Rivington, which featured beehive sculptures crafted by artist
Hilary Berseth, who had assistance from the insects. Next was Feature Inc on the
Bowery, which was featuring quasi-pornographic photos by Richard Kern, which also
framed the underwear the models had been wearing during the shoot. The last stop before
the after party at Gallery Bar was Gallery Nine 5, which was featuring “Translating
Raw,” mixed media work by Gonzalo Papantonkis and a neon installation by Anne
Katrine Senstad, “Black Skull.”
Zito, 39, who wears long dreadlocks, jokingly calls himself a vandal, as stickers of his
portraits, most noticeably a red-haired, big-eyed, yellow-faced girl with a nose ring can
be found on garbage cans and other surfaces all over the city. His portrait of David Bowie
painted on a mirror hangs in the downstairs lounge space of Gallery Bar.
In order to promote his own space and the other galleries, Rubell is using skills he’d
gained from a prior life. Before going into the restaurant and bar business, he’d earned a
communications degree at the University of Miami, in the city where his cousin Don
!
!
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Rubell has an extensive modern art collection. Next, he worked in marketing until
September 11, when the career gave him a “pit in his stomach.” He’s also related to the
late Studio 54 owner, Steve Rubell, and although he says his cousins have had no
influence on his life, he often mentions them for press purposes.
He points to a caption in the October catalog for TheNewYorkArtWorld.com that reads,
“The New Frontier: LES (Lower East Side) replaces Chelsea as the fastest growing art
district in New York” to demonstrate his aims.
“That’s exactly it. It’s what we’re trying to make happen,” he says.
He teamed with the Lower East Side Business Improvement District, which did a bulk of
the research and funding for the map, to make the Pop-art inspired multi-colored map
with taxi cabs and apples on the front and addresses, phone numbers and descriptions for
the galleries, along with subway and bus routes included on the map inside.
Roberto Ragone, of LES BID, said art is a good measure of whether a neighborhood is
flourishing and can also draw further economic development.
“The younger crowd helped reclaim this area as an evening destination,” Ragone says.
“Now we’re hoping galleries will help bring people here during the day.”
Copies of the map are available on his web site, gallerybarnyc.com and on the BID’s web
site, lowereastsideny.com, where future gallery hoppers can also request hard copies be
mailed to them for free.
The design was intended to be “art obvious.” Rubell initially wanted to use Andy
Warhol’s work, but ran into copyright issues. “We needed something with mass
recognition that was also legal,” he says.
Rubell admits the map alone isn’t going to bring much more traffic to the galleries in the
burgeoning art area. But he’s looking forward to the Wednesday night tours and in the
process of placing the map in hotels and teaming up with Big Apple Tours, which is
offering guided tours of the galleries for free by appointment.
Rubell and Boyd acknowledge combining art and drinking is common, but they try to
distinguish their place by having white walls and being open all day and taking the
gallery aspect seriously. Rubell also acknowledges he’s not the first to make a map
including Lower East Side bars, but he says he didn’t think other map makers have done
a good enough job communicating with the gallery owners and making the map
accessible to everyone.
“We’re not the first ones to do things down here,” Boyd says. “We just want to do it
right.”
!
!
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Currently, Gallery Bar is showcasing black and white photos depicting people rebuilding
their lives in New Orleans after three years after Hurricane Katrina taken by
photojournalist Michael M. Koehler. One image captures a dirty brick wall with a cut-out
of a map of the United States symbolically missing all states east of Texas and South of
Virginia and behind the bar, an image of a crooning guitar player in the street hangs.
Rubell says he meets with artists all day and tries to pick works that are affordable but
also will be good investments, as he hopes the artists’ careers will soon launch. The space
has the added challenge of displaying work that won’t seem dwarfed by its size or
disappear when the space fills at night.
“It’s about what people can envision on their living room walls,” says Rubell. Laughing,
he adds, “That is, if you’re the kind of person who likes to see images from struggling
cities on your wall.”
For a self-guided tour, go to gallerybarnyc.com or lowereastsideny.com for maps.
For guided tours, meet at Gallery Bar at 120 Orchard St. at 7 p.m. on Wednesdays. The
first tour will be Dec. 1. Call 212-529-2266 for more information.!

!
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NY Arts Magazine
http://www.nyartsmagazine.com/index.php?option=com_content
&task=view&id=334629&Itemid=753
“Fashion Victims”

Sali Taylor, Jump, Cycladic Series, 2007. Collage and encaustic paint, 12 x 12 inches. Courtesy
of Gallerynine5.
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I am a fauxtographer. I love photography, but have no aptitude for
apertures. Photocopying, that’s my medium. It’s a kind of crude
photography and my favored tool for manipulating appropriated imagery. I
use fashion photographs, pulp magazine pages, and art history icons from
my graduate studies in ancient Greek art.
Becoming Venus and Cycladic Series are a mischievous merging of high
art and low culture whose intention is to comment on the seduction of
fashion and the way women see themselves. This mixed media series also
includes encaustic painting, which combines heated beeswax and
pigment. Additionally I often use graphite, beads, painter’s tape, and
thread. This is my method for bringing dimension and life to the
reconstructed images.
My work is an intuitive response to the fashion industry, which is very
much a part of my environment in New York City. My studio is in the
epicenter of the fashion district in mid-town Manhattan, so I am surrounded
by fashion’s values and products and feel compelled to respond to them.
An article in the New York Times led me to create a body of work inspired
by a concern for the current U.S. media exportation of female style and
consumption. A journalist wrote about U.S. fashion’s impact on women
around the world. I was particularly disturbed by the mention of three
Brazilian women who had recently starved themselves to death in an effort
to become “top models.” Traditionally in Brazilian culture women revere
their voluptuous curves.
In a small way, I decided to make a subversive statement. With the
Cycladic Series I have infiltrated women’s magazines by inserting copies
of my work into the advertising pages and glossy spreads of fashion
magazines that promote yet another emaciated model or compliant female.
The altered magazines are then placed back on the newsstand or in the
pile at the local hair salon or doctor’s waiting room.
Gratification has to come from making the work and imagining the
reactions. I never know the consequences of my modest effort to
circumvent the perpetuation of pop culture, consumer consumption,
unrealistic body types, and the concomitant products and services needed
to achieve such a look.
Actually, in some ways my mildly subversive effort has backfired. More and
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more I find myself flipping through pulp pages, getting caught up in the
riveting celebrity exposes and articles on how to improve myself and
enliven my sex life. I am learning more about Brad and Angelina and
making less art. But at least now I know how to get a flat tummy or a
tummy tuck, whichever I prefer.
www.saliart.com

!
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ART IN AMERICA

Girls, girls, girls: feminist art's phases and philosophies? Let me count
the ways …
By Carey Lovelace
The wave of solo exhibitions, group shows, surveys and museum projects of gynocentric art
that has surged across the country in recent months is not a unified tide. These events are
characterized by different levels of scholarship, ambition, scale and resources, not to mention
quality. A good number are grounded in a 1970s agenda that simply sought to give exposure,
thus in a way to empower those included, rather than to engage in any more sophisticated
critique.
Feminist art, alas, continues to make many people uneasy, particularly those in the gallery
world's upper echelons--not unlike the woman-oriented political movement with which it is
associated. Several years ago, such cutting-edge figures as Judy Chicago, Arlene Raven and
Maura Reilly (now curator of the Brooklyn Museum's Elizabeth A. Sackler Center), anticipating
upcoming events like L.A. MOCA's long-awaited exhibition "WACK! Art and the Feminist
Revolution" and "Global Feminisms" at the Brooklyn Museum, mounted in conjunction with the
permanent installation of Chicago's own The Dinner Party there, began forging a strategy
under the aegis of the Feminist Art Project (http://feministartproject.rutgers.edu/). Aware
that women's art events are often met with a wall of neglect built on a foundation of hostility,
they decided to help create a host of activities that would generate excitement and
discussion.
This critical mass has been achieved, although the discussion is not all positive. Many other
venues staged their own satellite shows independent of the Feminist Art Project. A sampling
follows. [Also see Review of Exhibitions, this issue.]
Los Angeles Up Close and Personal
For decades, LA. has had a vigorous art scene involving women. In part, it stems from the
activist Woman's Building, which from 1973 to '91 pioneered socially minded installation and
performance along with workshops and projects indescribably various. Even more, it grows
out of a distinct Southern California esthetic, taking the strategies of modernism and
conceptualism in a more decorative direction, losing, some argue, edginess or rigor while
gaining playfulness and sensuality.
"Multiple Vantage Points: Southern California Women Artists, 1980-2006," conceived as a
companion exhibition to "WACK!," was a friendly sprawl of a show, filling the spacious rooms
of Barnsdall Park's Municipal Art Gallery on a Hollywood hilltop near Silver Lake. It paid tribute
to the area's activist pioneers with, for example, video installations of historic performances
by Barbara T. Smith and ecofeminist Rachel Rosenthal. Judith Baca, who initiated the famed
Great Wall of Los Angeles mural project, a collaboration with Latino youngsters, was
represented by her campy 1976 photo grid, Judy as Pachuca, in which she vamps as a
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cigarette-smoking floozy. One room charted connections between another figure who is
especially important regionally, Betye Saar, and her art-making daughters Lezley and Alison.
The elder Saar's hallmark social commentary is channeled through found-object assemblages
such as Sunnyland (The Dark Side), 1998, an old-fashioned washboard crowned by a cutout
of a mammy doing laundry; below, on the corrugated grate, is a stenciled image of a lynched
African-American man. Lezley Saar embraced the use of vintage materials with an
autobiographic twist in her folk-art-style paintings on books and textiles. In the weatheredlooking My Nature (1994), a supine female, a tree growing out of her chest, is depicted on a
floral-patterned ground. One of Alison Saar's noted rough-hewn wooden carvings occupied
the room's center: in Coup (2006), a nearly life-size female figure is seated, her hair braid
stretching backward, blending with a cargo rope that winds around a pile of old suitcases and
trunks. She holds a large scissors.
Among the younger artists was Carlee Fernandez, who creates strange, vivid "still life"
sculptures using taxidermically altered animals--for example, a very white, very real-looking
bunny merged with tangerine-tree branches. The occasions of wit were particularly welcome.
Longtime social satirist Erika Rothenberg's tongue-in-cheek church message board listed
meetings for abused spouses, AA and "parenting your clone" groups. Underneath was the 9
A.M. Sunday sermon: "Another Century of Progress."
Curator Dextra Frankel herself helped define the West Coast women's esthetic, starting with
her 1972 show "21 Artists Visible/Invisible" at the Long Beach Museum. Many things in
"Multiple Vantage Points" tended to stay skin-deep, however. Lita Albuquerque's installation
of natural materials in a high-design setting consisted of a sleek transparent table surface on
which honeycomb was shaped into continents; glass balls half-filled with amber liquid were
placed on shelves against a dark wall and theatrically lit, giving them an iconic glow. Like
much of the California art scene, it was good-looking and luscious--but a little sweet.
A.I.R. Forceful
Since 1972, the trailblazing A.I.R. gallery in New York, the world's first women's art co-op,
has provided quiet support for those operating outside the art world's market-obsessed
precincts. For its 7th Biennial--the survey was initiated in 1994--Cornelia Butler, organizer of
"WACK!," did the jurying honors. (How did she find the time?) There was a distinctively cool
temperature to this 59-artist selection culled from an open call attracting some 9,000 works-and a refreshing absence of body art, theory, goddesses and other well-worn feminist-art
themes. (Perhaps Butler, recently appointed drawings curator at the Museum of Modern Art,
where she also co-organized a "Feminist Future" conference in January [see "Front Page," Mar.
'07], has wearied of the whole topic.)
Most selections were works on paper, with a focus on inventive use of materials. Francoise
Duresse showed small-scale, strangely compelling renderings of female heads topped by a
kind of headdress or sculpted hair flaring upward, composed of minuscule ink loops (2006).
The complex, colored, waxy-textured surface seems to be a coalescence of small repeated
images. There is a tension between obsessiveness and elegance. Jelena Berenc's Limited View
of a Self-Portrait (2004) consisted of a kilometer-long, 2 1/2-inch-wide piece extracted from
a loosely rendered ink and pastel drawing. It was presented on film reels you could scroll
through to find recognizable portions such as eyes or forehead and nose.
Large-format photos were a considerable proportion of the selection, often featuring figures
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in awkward frontal poses. In Naomi Harris's C-print White Party Couple (2005), a middle-aged
pair proudly strut their stuff, voluptuously bursting out of their gleaming white polyester
Vegas-style duds. Deadpan wit was offered through structure in Christine Gideon's Gorky and
His Mother (2005), a blueprint drawing of the peasant woman and child rendered
schematically from above. Gideon shows how easy it is to get a different overview of a classic
work. Throughout the show, gender references, where they occurred, were oblique-innovative engagement with the female figure was gained through composition or materials
rather than political or social critique. Dianne Bowen's horizontal wall piece Finnigan Begin
Again (2006), one of the show's most effective works, featured brownish con centric swirls
that brought to mind the rings of a tree or breasts or folding skin. Bits of guitar wire and
seeds were applied to the surface and, in a reference to life cycles and reproduction, small
brown birds' eggs were attached so that they seemed to float above the surface.
My Body, My Art Object
New York's Galerie Lelong has regularly supported women's art, one of the few high-profile
galleries to do so. The title of its nuanced, connoisseurial "Role Play: Feminist Art Revisited
1960-1980" makes reference to a 1970s trend in which women explored a range of
identities--precursors to what critical theory would later dub the "performance of gender
identity." (This exhibition occurred independently of the Feminist Art Project.) For example,
Adrian Piper dressed up like a black man and wandered the streets, a performance referred to
here in a 1975 photograph of the artist with mustache and beard, bearing the legend "I Am
Everything You Most Fear," scribbled with oil crayon.
Otherwise, this show, consisting primarily of black-and-white, small-format photographs,
was not quite what the title indicated. The exhibition addressed another trend: works in which
women use their own bodies sculpturally, operating as both creator and object. In Ana
Mendieta's 1972 Untitled (Glass on Body Imprints--Face), the artist distorts her face by
pressing it against a sheet of glass. Throughout the show, there is a nod to French theory
about "writing" the body, as in a photo of Shigeko Kubota's 1965 Vagina Painting, in which
the artist, observed by a Fluxus festival audience, squats over an expanse of paper on a
spacious floor and leaves a trail of gestural marks via a paintbrush attached to her underwear.
There were the usual body-art suspects (e.g., Valie Export in her famous 1969 Action Pants/
Genital Panic photo, posing with a machine gun, a triangle cut out of the pubic region of her
leather pants). Happily, there were also some "finds" that recent scholarship has unearthed.
The Austrian Birgit Jurgenssen posed in small photographs dated 1977 as Untitled (Self with
Fur): a fox pelt tumbles down from the pixieish artist's own hair to cover the top part of her
face. Likewise, Senga Nengudi, in photos from her ca. 1978/79 Masked Taping performance,
applied long pieces of light-colored tape to her body. She is caught in a blur of motion, the
tape almost giving the impression that she is on fire.
On Message in the Outer Boroughs
The modest "From the Inside Out: Feminist Art Then & Now," at St. John's University in the far
reaches of Queens, answered the question "what is feminist art?" (which seems to bedevil
many exhibition organizers). Curator Claudia Sbrissa demonstrated, in this thoughtful
gathering of quietly effective works, that it is gender-based art with a political edge. In
Jessica Plattner's realist painting Kid Gloves (2005), a woman, her hands protectively
sheathed, holds a baby; her slightly alarmed expression conveys clearly mixed feelings about
motherhood. In a 2003 work, Joyce Kozloff recast a Gerhard Richter timeline graphing major
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artists' lifespans, replacing his all-male roster with women's names. Indeed, so nuanced is
each work in reference to the topic at hand, there is ammunition for a seminar. Mira Schor's
charmingly primitivist painting Goodbye Cal Arts (1972) poses a mix of female figures in a
formal landscape of cypresses and a pond--with penguins. (Class, discuss the California
Institute of the Arts's early Feminist Art Program and the role it played in generating the work
in the current exhibition.)
Subtexts about gender and power that would be subdued in other contexts were made
obvious here--say, in Barbara Zucker's 1977 brass-and-conduit Table Ruffle. Composed of
hardware parts, it conveys the vulnerability of a daisylike form on a wilting 10-inch stem.
Intended as an intergenerational musing, the show presented numbers of younger artists
doing original projects using new approaches. Tiffany Ludwig and Renee Piechocki, who call
themselves Two Girls Working, hoping to stimulate discussion of feminist ideas without using
the "f" word, travel nationwide interviewing women about what clothes make them feel
powerful. (A sampling of answers was accessible on an audiotrack via cellphone.) Cheryl Yun's
articles of "girlie" lingerie on hangers look tie-dyed and frivolous. Upon scrutiny, they reveal
themselves to be topical: gampi tissue decorated with tiny inkjet images from politically
tinged newspaper articles such as "U.S. Troops Get a Thank You from President Bush."
Greatest Hits and Ms's
In the 1970s, Cindy Nemser's landmark Feminist Art Journal was the site of debate about the
hot topics of women's art--for example, whether there was a distinct female sensibility.
(Decidedly not, Nemser held.) Recently, she has reemerged as a passionate advocate for the
preservation of feminist art's early history.
At Brooklyn's Tabla Rasa Gallery, she organized "Women's Work: Homage to Feminism," a 20artist show with a conservative grounding, recuperating many very early figures, such as
German refugee Lil Picard, who was a kind of eminence grise for the downtown community.
(Sylvia Goldsmith's fascinating 16mm film about Picard's life was on view during the show.)
Picard's 1965 Cosmetic Sculpture, a boudoir tray on which lotion bottles overflow with a
calcified-looking white-icing plaster, was witty but seemed unintentionally dried out and
crusted over. Long overlooked, the wickedly satiric collagist Anita Steckel was represented by
a huge 1970 photomontage, Pierced, of a woman impaled on the Chrysler building. Nemser
also included somewhat younger women favoring the same representational strategies as the
early feminists, such as 35-year-old Orly Cogan, with her lighthearted bedspread colorfully
embroidered with outlines of longhaired couples frolicking among birds and bees.
The show, then, seemed to be looking back at early ideas. However, this retrospective view
was thrown off track by pieces such as a large 1992 "Intra-Venus" diptych by Hannah Wilke,
which occupied pride of place at the gallery's far end. Here the artist, in two stages of
advanced cancer treatment, stares out at the viewer. Perhaps unintentionally, the tone of this
powerful piece drew out an undercurrent of physical suffering in adjacent works such as
Audrey Hack's bronze quasi-realist goddess, Amor Vincit Omnia, with a tear rolling down her
face, who gazed at the viewer from almost the same vantage point. The juxtaposition made
the figure seem to be in distress. The same was true of Eleanor Antin's photograph Alice's
Dream, from her 2004 "Roman Allegories" series. In a kind of fairy tale, a little Alice-inWonderland girl sits amid the spreading boughs of a tree. From branches around her, six
women in Roman garb hang like fruits--by the neck. At the same time, Wiike's focus on the
body's dysfunction and Antin's on postmodern fictions seemed out of keeping with the early
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approaches to societal critique, empowerment and even abstraction and materials put forth
by the other works--and indeed, seemed more up-to-date than the "new" works by a handful
of' "younger" (under 60) artists. In short, the whole was confusing.
Years ago, feminist art was often denigrated as second rate; in the 1990s the problem was,
according to some critics, that it was 'victim art." After all this time, this phenomenon now
involves so many phases, and so many philosophical groundings, theoretical and otherwise,
that it's hard to keep track of it; it implicates over half the art world's population. While each
new exhibition makes a contribution, the successes in particular demonstrate the need for
first-rate curatorial minds to make sense of the whole massive thing.
"Multiple Vantage Paints: Southern California Women Artists" was on view at the Los Angeles
Municipal Art Gallery, Barnsdall Park, Los Angeles [Feb. 25-Apr. 15]; the 7th Biennial was
presented at ALR. Gallery, New York [Mar 6-31]; "Role Play: Feminist Art Revisited 19601980" was organized by Galerie Leloug, New York [Mar 15-Apr. 28]; "From the Inside Out:
Feminist Art Then & Now" was shown at St. John's University, Queens [Feb. 22-Apr. 21]; and
"Women's Work: Homage to Feminist Art" was seen at Tabla Rasa Gallery, Brooklyn [Mar. 28May 13].
Author: Carey Lovelace is a New York-based critic.
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